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                                        Making the quadratic function approachable  

 

 

 

 

 

Objectius  

1. To make sure the students understand what a quadratic function is. 

2. To be able to identify the features of quadratic function (Domain, Range, and Concavity). 

3. To know how to calculate and draw symmetry axis, vertex, x-intercepts and y-intercept of a 

quadratic function. 

4. To identify quadratic functions used in real life. 

5. To solve a problem word on their own and compare the result with their peers. 

 

 

Descripció de la proposta  

Creating a full view of what a quadratic function means having a huge support from the teachers 

involved. We acknowledge that the students might find the quadratic function and its features 

quite tough. However,with this session, our objective is making it so approachable and fun for 

the students so that they remember it as something to be understood and applied relatively 

easy. In order to do that, several dynamics covered in GEP sessions ranging from “Grouping” to 

“Assessment” through giving “Input” will be implemented. Sessions will be definitely carried out 

in English as a vehicular language. Therefore, some language support is undeniably needed.  

 

Aspectes didàctics i metodològics  

These three sessions accompany the student in the larning process to respond better to a 

driven content plan. The students are guided throughout the whole lesson plan. They are given 

the right support to read and understand the text. As the topic of this plan is basically 
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mathematical, the reading they need to do is mainly mathematical-content related. Then, the 

tasks that have been prepared have been designed taking into consideration before, during, and 

after activities. 

 

Recursos emprats  

Chess vocabulary in https://vocabulariodeingles.blogspot.com/2015/02/vocabulario-del-ajedrez-

en-ingles.html 

Quadratic function word problem vídeo in https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F--p_CeKJNQ 

 

Continguts, competències i processos que es treballen de forma destacada  

Maths 

What a quadratic function is. 

- The features of quadratic function. 

- How to draw and interpret a parabola. 

- How to use the quadratic function in real life. 

 

English 

-How to express their opinion with language suport.  

.simple verb tenses 

.probability, no probability, and deduction modal verbs (might, can’t, must).  

.specific mathematical vocabulary  

.chess vocabulary  

 .minimal pairs pronunciation. 

 

Alumnat a qui s’adreça especialment  

4th ESO. Students from 15 to 16 years old. 

 

Interdisciplinarietat, transversalitat, relacions amb l’entorn 

Maths 

 

Documents adjunts 

Making the quadratic function approachable.  

 

Autoria 

Patricia Tena Zaforas and Andrea Esteve Recatalà. 
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